Selected Apps in the Slide Show
Prices as of Nov. 1, 2020 n the Apple App Store; they often change! These are all iPad
apps, some have Android or website versions. Many of these are included with tutorials
in my online courses, http://susiemonday.com/#/online-courses/. For updates and coupons
subscribe here: http://madmimi.com/signups/184179/join

Research and Organization:
Pinterest (free)
Vizref ($3.99)
Curator (older app, but still works for me. Free and pro version)
Grid collage apps (like PicCollage, Free, with subscriptions and other paid
features)
PHOTOS Albums (Apple software built in)
NOTES (Apple software built in)
Composition:
PHOTOS editing tools (Apple software built in) or any Smart Phone that can
make a photo into a B&W version
ColorThief - change color palette (Apple and Android, $1.99)
Bazaart - collage app, cut-and-paste (free with subscription and other paid
options) Apple and Android
Grid apps, such as PicCollage or Pixlr
Photo-based designs, altered with apps
Pixlr - special effects, converts to vector image. Android and
Apple (Free
with in-app purchases and subscriptions)
ImaEngine - Special effects and converts images to vector. Android and Apple.
Free, (with in-app purchase for saving options $2.99)
Waterlogue - watercolor effects, Apple Mac and mobile, Free trial with
subscription on Mac, $4.99 IOS
Mobile Monet - (Apple IOS, $1.99), older app but still good.
Painting and Drawing
Drawing Pad - kids app with simple layer tools and lots of brush/tool variation
($5.99 Apple and Android)
Tayasui Sketches - (Apple and Android, several versions from free to $5.99)
Tayasui Sketches School version is a good place to start!

SketchMee and SketchMee 2 -- Studio Mee has several different photo to
sketch apps, IOS and Mac versions (starts at $1.99) Not an outline sketch too,
but renders a photo in pencil and colored pencil
Procreate - Sophisticated and full featured.
Patterning Apps/Abstract Images
Megaphoto - (Free and pro paid Apple and Android.) Lots of effects, get the
pro version for even more
Kaleidoscope Drawing Pad - Kaleidoscope images with different brushes
iOrnament -- more complex symmetries. (Apple Free, remove ads .99)
OTHERS
NGAKids (free, Apple, also available upon request for PC, Mac) Kids app from
the National Gallery of Art -- lots of tools, collage options, painting and
drawing

